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Recent large earthquakes near Cape Mendocino and in the
Gorda plate: Broadband source time functions, fault
orientations, and rupture complexities
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Thenorthward
migration
of theMendocino
TripleJunction
is associated
withcomplexfaultingwithin
theGordaplateandin theconvergent
zonebetween
theGordaandNorthAmerican
plates.Thisregionhas
experienced
substantial
recentlargeearthquake
activity,and quantification
of thesefaultingprocesses
is
essentialfor understanding
the evolutionof the triple junction. Using an empiricalGreenfunction
deconvolution
methodfor teleseismic
andregionalsurfacewavesandbodywaves,we obtainrelativesource
timefunctions
for theApril25, 1992,CapeMendocino
thrustearthquake
(Mw = 7.2), itstwo largestrike-slip
aftershocks
on April 26, 1992(M w = 6.5, 6.6), andtwo largestrike-slipeventsin the Gordaplatethat
occurredJuly 13, 1991 (Mw = 6.8), andAugust17, 1991 (M w = 7.1). The removalof propagation
effects
usingempiricalGreenfunctions
providesunusuallydetailedsourceruptureinformationandindicates
thatall
the rupturesare lessthan 16 s in duration. Analyzingthe directivityeffectsobservedin the sourcetime
functions,we resolverupturedirections
andcorresponding
fault orientations
for the four largesteventsand
placesomeconstraints
on the smalleraftershock.Significantdifferences
in the rupturedurationandstress
dropareobserved
betweentheCapeMendocinomainshock
andits two largestaftershocks.The mainshock,
whichrupturedwestward
on a shallowdippingplaneeitheron or parallelingthe interplatecontactbetween
theGordaandNorthAmerican
plates,hada smooth9-s-longrupturewith a 0.9-4.6MPa staticstressdrop.
Thetwolargestaftershocks
occurred
withintheuppermost
mantleof theGordaplateandhavemorecomplex
ruptureswith total durations
of 14-15 s andstaticstressdropsof lessthan0.3 MPa, perhapsreflectinga
difference
betweenmantleandcrustalearthquakes
in thisregion. The aftershocks
appearto haveruptured
conjugate
strike-slipfaults,accounting
for differences
in theirdamagepatterns.The August17, 1991,Gorda
plateeventruptured
a southwest
strikingfault,whiletheJuly13, 1991,eventruptureda southeast
striking
fault,withbotheventsrelievingnorth-south
compression
withinthedeforming
Gordaplate. Theexistence
of
multipleactivefaultsin theregionconstitutes
a significantearthquake
hazardassociated
with the complex
stressenvironment
of themigratingtriplejunction.
INTRODUCTION

Information Center (NEIC), 1992]. The focal mechanismof the

Cape Mendocinoevent indicatespredominantlythrustfaulting
The Mendocino

Triple

Junction (MTJ)

lies at the

intersectionof the Gorda, Pacific, and North Americanplates,
in one of the most seismically active regions in the western
United States. To the north, the Gorda plate subductseastward
beneathNorth America. To the south,the Pacific plate shears
pastthe North Americanplate alongthe San AndreasTransform
system; and to the west, the Mendocino fault forms the

[Dziewonski et al., 1993b], but the event was followed on

April 26, 1992, by two large strike-slip aftershockslocated
offshorein the upper mantle of the Gorda plate [Dziewonskiet
al., 1993b;NEIC, 1992]. The occurrence
of theseearthquakes
suggestssignificant coupling of the stressesbetweenthe Gorda
and North American plates and highlights the complexity of
fault interactions
within the region. The first aftershock(Mw =

boundarybetween the Pacific and Gorda plates (Figure 1). 6.5; hereinafter
referredto asAS 1) causedadditionaldamageto
Since July 1991 sevenearthquakeswith Mw > 6 have occurred the towns of Ferndale, Fortuna, Petrolia, and Scotia [NEIC,
within a few hundred kilometer distance from the MTJ (Table 1992]. The second,slightly larger aftershock(M w = 6.6;
1). In the following, we analyze the spario-temporalfaulting hereinafterreferredto as AS 2)contributed to damagewithin
historyof the largestfive of theseevents.
this region but, unlike the mainshock and AS 1, was also felt
The April 25, 1992, CapeMendocinoearthquake(Mw = 7.2) strongly in cities as far south as Santa Cruz and Salinas,
occurredin the immediate vicinity of the MTJ (Figure 1) and California (--350-400 kin) [NEIC, 1992]. SinceAS 1 and AS 2
causedconsiderabledamage to the towns of Ferndale, Fortuna,

Petrolia, and Scotia, California [National

Earthquake

are virtually colocated and have similar focal mechanismsand
seismic moments (Figure 1 and Table 1), the difference in

seismicintensitypatternssuggeststhat theseearthquakesmust
involve different rupture directions, perhaps on conjugate
planes. To understandthe relationshipsbetweenthese events
and the observeddifferencesin seismicintensity, first-order
informationon the orientationof the fault planesand the time
historiesof faulting is required.
In 1991, two large strike-slip events occurred within the
Gorda plate on July 13 (Mw = 6.8; hereinafterreferred to as
Gorda 1) and August 17 (Mw = 7.1' hereinafterreferred to as
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Gorda 2). These are the largest intraplate eventsin the Gorda
plate since the 1980 (M w = 7.3) vertical strike-slip Eureka
earthquake [Smith et al., 1981; Lay et al., 1982; Turcotte et al.,

mechanism.The mostcommonmethodof identifyingthe fault
plane orientationis by analysisof spatial trendsin aftershock
seismicity. However, even well-located aftershocksdo not
1982].
Initial studies of aftershocks of these two events always present a simple pattern [e.g., Ekstri•m et al., 1992;
suggest that the earthquakes ruptured along northeast- Stein and Ekstr6m, 1992], and using seismicitylocatedon the
southwestplanes [Gee et al., 1991], matching the orientation periphery,or outsideof a short-periodnetworkto identify the
of mapped structureswithin the plate [Silver, 1971] as well as fault plane is usually difficult unlessthe event is very large.
the fault-plane strike for the Eureka event. Unambiguously Geodeticmeasurements,
which can also uniquelydefine the
identifying the fault plane orientations for these events will fault plane, suffer similar resolutionproblemswhen the event
help to decipherthe natureof Gorda plate deformation.
is relatively inaccessibleor if a significantportionof the slip
Few seismological techniques can reliably distinguish occurred offshore. In particular, identifying the Cape
between the fault plane and auxiliary plane of a focal Mendocinomainshockruptureplaneis complicatedby the lack
of thrust mechanismaftershocks[Schwartz, 1992], the fact that
most aftershocksoccurredoffshore[Oppenheimeret al., 1993]
and by the complex interactions of faults in the immediate
vicinity of the MTJ [Jachensand Griscom,1983;Furlong et
al., 1989; D. Verdonck and G. Zandt, Three-dimensional crustal

structure of the Mendocino Triple Junction region from
earthquaketravel times, submittedto Journal of Geophysical
Research,1993]. The CapeMendocinoaftershockpatternsare
diffuse and ambiguouswith respectto definingthe mainshock
and large aftershockfault planes. The Gorda plate events
occurredeven farther offshore, outside the regional and local
networks, resulting in poorly resolved mainshock and
aftershock

41

locations.

Earthquakefault planescan be determinedfrom the seismic
radiation

if source radiation

characteristics

can be established

for wavelengthsand periodscomparableto the spatio-temporal
rupture extent. We extract source time functions from various
phases using the empirical Green function deconvolution
method adapted for teleseismic surface wave applicationsby
Ammon et al. [1993] and A. A. Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and T.
Lay, Empirical Green function deconvolution of broadband
surface waves: Rupture directivity of the 1992 Landers,

126øW

125øW

124øW

Fig. 1. NEIC epicentral locations and best double-couple focal
mechanismsolutionsfrom the Harvard centroid-momenttensor (CMT)
catalogfor recent large earthquakesin the vicinity of the Mendocino
Triple Junction(MTJ) andin the Gordaplate. Eacheventis labeledwith
its momentmagnitude.The empiricalGreenfunctioneventschosenfor
eachlarge event are also plotted. The inset showsthe three platesthat
form the MTJ.

California (Mw = 7.3), earthquake, submitted to Bulletin
Seismological Soceity America (1993). The essence of this
technique is to deconvolve the mainshock recordings by
signalsfrom a nearbysmallerearthquakewith a similar faulting
mechanismwhich intrinsically sharecommonpropagationand
instrumental effects. For large events, rupture finiteness
produces systematic patterns in the source time functions
which allow fault plane identification through directivity
analysis. The empirical Green function approachprovidesfar

TABLE 1. NationalEarthquake
Information
CenterandCentroidMomentTensorBestDoubleCoupleEarthquake
Source Parameters

Event

Date

Time,
UT

Mo,*

Mw,* Latitude,Longitude,Depth,*Strike,* Dip,* Rake,*

N m

deg

deg

km

deg

deg

deg

40.37

-124.32

15

331

9

68

Aug.17,1991 1929:40 1.96x10186.2

40.28

-124.25

10

311

22

51

April26,1992 0741:40 5.96x10186.5

40.42

-124.60

20

215

83

15

April26,1992 1118:26 9.78x10186.6

40.38

-124.57

22

132

89

157

March8, 1992 0343:04 1.85x1017 5.5

40.23

- 124.29

13

120

90

180

July13,1991 0250:15 2.06x10196.8
Aug.17,1991 2217:15 4.43x10197.1
Aug.16,1992 2226:17 3.13x10186.2

42.18
41.82
41.70

-125.64
-125.40
-125.39

11
14
10

315
46
40

78
86
68

-178
28
6

Cape
Mendocino
April
25,1992 1806:04
6,69x1019
7.2
(CM)

Honeydew
(EGF for CM)

Aftershock
1
(AS 1)

Aftershock
2
(AS 2)

EGFfor
AS 1 and 2

Gorda1
Gorda
2
EGFfor
Gorda 1 and 2

* FromDziewonskiet al. [ 1992, 1993a,b].
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more detailed source information than is normally retrieved
from analysisof surfacewaves and enablesa unified treatment
of the sourceinformation extractedfrom both body and surface
waves. This method has been usedpreviouslyto determinethe
fault plane and slip functionsfor large eventssuchas the 1992
Landers, California, earthquake (M w = 7.3) [Am•nonet al.,
1993; A. A. Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and T. Lay, submitted
manuscript,1993] and a preliminary analysisof the 1992 Cape
Mendocino earthquake [A•nmonet al., 1993].
We examine the ruptures of the Cape Mendocino
mainshock, expanding the data set analyzed by A•nmon et al.
[1993], the two 1991 Gorda plate events, and the two largest
aftershocksof the Cape Mendocino earthquake. For four of the
events we can confidently identify the fault plane from the
observed azimuthal variation in source time history, with the
fault plane for the smallest event being resolved with less
confidence. To investigate the rupture complexity and to
estimate the static stressdrop of each event, we also analyze
azimuthally averaged time histories which reflect the overall
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zlistribution [Bolt et al., 1968; Simila et al., 1975; Cockerham,

1984; Smith et al., 1993]. Of particular interest has been
characterizingthe internal deformationof the Gorda plate. The
Gorda plate deformation has been studied using seafloor
magnetic anomalies [e.g., Riddihough, 1984; Stoddard, 1987]
and has had many large intraplate earthquakes [Bolt et al.,
1968; Turcotte et al., 1982; Ellsworth,

1990; Stoddard

and

Woods, 1990; Dengler et al., 1992b]. These are generally
attributed to internal deformation of the young oceanic
lithosphere caused by north-south compression across the
Mendocino

fault.

EMPIRICAL GREEN FUNCTION DECONVOLUTION METHOD

Studies of earthquake processes by far-field seismic
waveform modeling essentially involve determination of
source time functions associated with particular observing
positions(i.e., azimuths and ray parameterswith respectto the
source) [e.g., Ruff and Kana•nori, 1983; Ruff, 1987]. Observed
source characteristics.
We then relate
the finite
source
signals are complicatedby the distinct propagationeffects that
characteristics to the tectonic processesassociated with this obscure the radiation history at the source. For teleseismic
suite of events. The successfulidentificationof the fault planes body waves, simple velocity models are often sufficient to
and rupture characteristicsfor offshoreeventsof moderatesize account for primary propagation effects, but such body waves
holds much promise for quantification of faulting in other provide very limited ray parameter coverage, reducing their
complex regions.
sensitivity to source finiteness. Surface waves intrinsically
provide superior sensitivity to horizontal rupture extent, but
TECTONIC BACKGROUND
existing earth models are only adequate to account for
propagationeffects for long periods, greater than about 100 s.
The strike-slip/strike-slip/trenchMTJ is an unstable triple Thus surface wave inversions typically provide only point
junction [Dickinson and Snyder, 1979] that has migrated sourceinformation for events smaller than magnitude7.5 [e.g.,
northward over the last 30 m.y. since the Pacific and North Velasco et al., 1992]. To better exploit the surface wave
American plates first came into contact [Atwater, 1970]. The information and to merge it in a self-consistentfashion with
northwardmigration of the MTJ is responsiblefor the growth body wave information, we must forego use of current,
of the San Andreasfault system,which has evolved in its wake inadequate propagation models.
[Atwater, 1970]. On several occasionsin the past, the MTJ
To extract a high-resolution source time function of a large
appearsto havejumped eastward[Griscomand Jachens,1989; event from a particular arrival (an isolated body wave or a
Smith et al., 1993]. The Mendocino fault is seismically active surface wavetrain), we use the correspondingrecording of a
with small-to-moderate size earthquakes, most of which are nearby, much smaller event to remove the propagation effects
presumablyright-lateral strike slip on east-westvertical fault from the signal of the larger event. The small event is refexTed
planes [Bolt et al., 1968; Simila, 1980; Sverdrup, 1987; Smith to as an empiricalGreen function(EGF) and ideally shouldhave
et al., 1993]. North of the MTJ, the Gorda plate underthrusts a focal mechanism identical to that of the larger event
beneath the North American plate along the Cascadia [Hartzell, 1978; Mueller, 1985; Hough et al., 1991; Nakanishi,
subduction zone, but there has been a marked absenceof any 1991]. Widely distributedsurfaceand body waveformsfrom the
historic interplate thrusting events, and the interplate large event are deconvolved by the EGF recordingsto isolate
boundaryis not clearly illuminated by seismicity[Smithet al., the source time functions of the large event for different
1993]. The seismic hazard of the Cascadia subduction zone
azimuths and ray parameters [Ammon et al., 1993; A. A.
remains controversial,since no large thrust earthquakeshave Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and T. Lay, 1993]. We perform the
been recordedalong it. However, mountingevidenceexistsfor deconvolutionsin the frequency domain using.the water level
large prehistoric seismic events along the Pacific northwest method [Helmberger and Wiggins, 1971; Clayton and
[e.g., Heaton and Kanamori, 1984;Heaton and Hartzell, 1987; Wiggins, 1976]. The resulting time series are known as
Atwater, 1987; Spence, 1989; Muhs et al., 1990; Savage and relative source time functions (RSTFs).
Lisowski, 1991; Clarke and Carver, 1992]. In this context, the
For moderate-sizedevents(M w ~ 7.0 or smaller),to obtain a
April 25, 1992, Cape Mendocino event takes on particular reliable RSTF for periods longer than a few seconds,the EGF
significance,especiallywith regard to confidently identifying must be located within about 1.5 fault lengths of the larger
source and should be approximately an order of magnitude
the fault plane.
The accessibilityof the MTJ has resulted in a number of smaller than the larger event (A. A. Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and
tectonic studies and models of the plate interactions in this T. Lay, 1993). Below the EGF cornerfrequency,the waveforms
region [Wilson, 1986, 1989; Griscom and Jachens, 1989], from the EGF approximate the propagation impulse response
investigationsof coastal geology [Kelsey and Carver, 1988; for the given fault mechanism. If the EGF has a short,
McCroy, 1989; Muhs et al., 1990], gravity modeling [Griscom impulsive source duration (i.e., a relatively high corner
and Jachens, 1989], shallow reflection profiling [Silver,
frequency), the RSTFs are close approximations to the
1971], imaging of P velocity variations (D. Verdonck and G. moment-normalized source time functions of the large event.
For EGFs that are similar in size and rupture duration to the
Zandt, submitted manuscript, 1993), and seismicity
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larger event, gross characteristics of the rupture may be
estimated,but high-frequencyinformation about the rupture is
irretrievable due to the low corner frequencyof the EGF (C. J.
Ammon, T. Lay, A. A. Velasco., and J. E. Vidale, Routine
estimation of rupture complexity: The October 18, 1992,
Colombian earthquake, submitted to Bulletin Seismological
Society America, 1993).
The usablebandwidthfor the time functionanalysisdepends

Fault Identification

Cape Mendocino
(Mw = 7.2)

on the size of the EGF, the distance between the EGF and the

larger event, and the intrinsic signal-to-noisecharacteristicsof
the wave type (P, SH, surface wave). We low-passfilter the
RSTFs to eliminate high-frequency noise and frequencies
inappropriatefor the availableEGF. The high-frequencycorner
of the filter dependsprimarily on the EGF comerfrequencyand,
for surfacewaves, on dispersioneffectscausedby differencesin
locationbetweenthe EGF and mainshock. To estimaterupture
characteristicsof an earthquake,the observableperiodsof the
RSTFs must be smaller than the rupture duration. The lowfrequencyend is commonly limited by signal-to-noiseratio for
the EGF, and occasionallyband-passfiltering is necessary.
Directivity Determination
To determine rupture direction and estimate subevent
centroid locations, the relative locations of discrete features in

the RSTFs, such as the onsets, peaks, or terminations of
moment release are estimated. In picking the times of RSTF
features, we strive for consistencyfrom trace to trace. Filter
sidelobes and deconvolution noise make time picks of the
onsets and ends of the RSTFs

less reliable

than measurements

Plane 1

Plane 2

Cross Section

w

E
Direction

Plane 1

Double

Co
Plane 2

Fig. 2. Cartoonillustratinghowthefault planecanbe distinguished
from
the auxiliary plane using rupture directivity. For earthquakeswith
unilateral rupture, comparingthe rupture directioninferred from farfield

source

time

functions

with

the

focal

mechanism

allows

identification
of the fault plane. This examplecorresponds
to the Cape
Mendocino mainshock. Detection of a unilateral componentof
westwardruptureindicatesthat the shallowdippingplane 1 is the fault
planeratherthanthe steeplydippingplane2.

on both the rupturevelocity and the phasevelocity of the wave

of peaks in the RSTFs. All absolutetimes are influenencedby

associated

the choice of source locations for the mainshock and EGF, and

very sensitive to directivity since the rupture and phase
velocities are comparable. However, surface waves are
dispersive, and any wave train involves a range in phase
velocities. A. A. Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and T. Lay (1993)
addressedthe issue of using surface wave deconvolutionsin
directivity analysis, and found that using the average Airy
phasevelocity value for c yields reasonablerecoveryof source
finitenessfor low-pass-filteredRSTFs.

it is possible to locate mainshock featureswith respect to one
another (e.g., onset to peak), or with respect to the EGF
location (e.g., EGF to onset). The relative locations are
estimated by directivity analysis [Hirasawa, 1965; Schwartz
and Ruff, 1985; Ammon et al., 1993; A. A. Velasco, C. J.
Ammon, and T. Lay, 1993] based on the linear relationship,
8t = to - FA, where & is the measuredtime differencebetween
the chosenfeatures (e.g., onset to peak; onset to end; onset to
EGF location; peak to peak for two subevents),to is the true
time delay between the features, and A is the horizontal
distancebetweenthe two features. The directivity parameterI'
is defined as F = cos(O)/c, where 0 is the azimuth of the
station relative to the azimuth of a line connectingthe spatial
offset between the features and c is the wave phase velocity.
Each azimuth is investigatedsystematicallyto estimateA and
to. The preferred azimuth correspondsto the rupture direction
producing the best linear correlation coefficient. The fault
plane can be identified by comparing the rupture azimuth
estimatedfrom featuresin the RSTFs and the two planesof the
earthquake focal mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates expected
direcavity effects for a fault plane with geometrysimilar to the
Cape Mendocino mainshock.
For a unilaterally propagatingrupture, the total duration of
time function at a station is given by
•'r

,
c

that time function.

Surface

wave

RSTFs

are

Data

We use digital recordings from globally distributed,
broadband seismic stations operated by various networks,
including the Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology Global Seismic Network, the California Institute
of TechnologyTERRAscopenetwork,and the BerkeleyDigital
SeismicNetwork. We window the short-arcRayleigh(R1) and
Love (G1) waves from the seismograms
usinggroupvelocity
windows adjusted to ensure that the significant fundamental
mode energy is completely included [Ammonet al., 1993, A.
A. Velasco,C. J. Ammon, and T. Lay, 1993]. Body waves(P
and SH) are windowed individually. The phase of each
deconvolutionis sensitiveto the origin times and epicentral
locations used for both events, since the group-velocity
window of each seismogramis referencedto theseparameters.
We usethe NEIC valueslistedin Table 1 for theseparameters.
Small

d

with

errors in the initial

relative

locations

of the EGF

and

mainshockwill be largely accountedfor in the relative times of
the RSTFs, althoughminor distortionsof surfacewave RSTFs
can result.

where d is the total duration,vr is the rapturevelocity,and L is
the fault length. Thus the intrinsic sensitivityof each RSTF to Sensitivityof Deconvolutions
to SourceDepth Differences
source rupture directivity (i.e., the amount of azimuthal
Previousinvestigationshave establishedguidelinesfor EGF
variation in time shift between features in the RSTFs) depends selection associated with event size and distance from the
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P-wave syntheticRSTFs for EGF depthsensitivity
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Fig. 3. (a) EGF depthsensitivitytestfor syntheticP wave deconvolutions
for verticalstrike-slip(left column),vertical dip slip
(middlecolumn),and45øthrust(rightcolumn)focal mechanisms.(b) Sensitivitytestfor synthetictransverse
component
S wave
deconvolutions
for vertical strike slip 0eft column),vertical dip slip (fight column).Each row showsdeconvolutionsof master
eventsyntheticsfor a sourceat 15 km depthwith syntheticGreenfunctionsat 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 km, as labeledon
the fight. No noiseis addedto the synthetics.The RSTFshavebeenlow-passfilteredat 10 s. The row labeled15-15 km is the
exactdeconvolution,with the RSTF corresponding
to a low-pass-filtereddelta function. The deconvolutions
becomeunstable
for depthdifferencesgreaterthan 20 km for P wavesand 10 km for S waves,and biasesin timing and pulsewidth appearfor
EGF/mainshockdepthdifferencesof morethan 10 km.

S-wave syntheticRSTFs for EGF depthsensitivity time histories and/or focal mechanisms [e.g., Kikuchi and

b)o.
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Since P waveforms are sensitive to the interference of

depth phases (pP, sP), differences in depth between an
earthquake and the Green function can significantly affect
deconvolvedRSTFs [Christensenand Ruff, 1985]. Christensen
and Ruff [1985] showed that depth differencesof 20 km can
significantly distort the estimated source time functions. We
use synthetic seismogramsin our procedure to investigatethe
effect of EGF depth differenceson the body wave and surface
deconvolutions.

We compute P wave syntheticsfor the three fundamental
dislocations, vertical strike-slip, vertical dip-slip, and 45"
thrust focal mechanisms,and transversecomponent$ wave
synthetics for vertical strike-slip and vertical dip-slip
mechanisms. We set the depth of our referenceevent to be 15
km and deconvolve calculated Green functions computedat
depthsof 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 km (Figure 3a and
3b). The epicentraldistanceusedin the calculationsis not very
important when no noise is included since there is not much
loss of bandwidth, however, for data this can be a factor. The

0.0
-0.• :

To

deconvolutionsare low-pass filtered at 10 s. Ten kilometer
depth differences begin to affect amplitudes of the P wave
deconvolutions(Figure 3a), but durationsof the time functions
Fig. 3. (continued)
can be recovered with only slight bias. For each local
larger source (A. A. Velasco, C. J. Ammon, and T. Lay, 1993), mechanism type, the deconvolutions for P waves become
but the influenceof relative EGF depth has not been thoroughly unstable for depth differences of 20 km or larger, consistent
documented. This is of particular relevance in this study with the results of Christensen and Ruff [1985]. $ wave
because several of the events of interest are relatively small, deconvolutionsare more sensitiveto depth differencesthan P
placing greater demands on adequacy of the EGFs. Many
wave deconvolutions, with 10 km depth differences
studieshave deconvolvedGreen functions computedfor simple significantly affecting the results (Figure 3b). In order to
earth structuresfrom body wave seismogramsto obtain source obtain reliable durations from the body wave deconvolutions,

o'do ' )

Seconds

3-40

-20

0

Seconds

20

40
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the EGF sourcedepthmustbe within 10-15 km of the centroid Love wave Green functions computedfor depthsof 5, 10, 15,
depth of the larger event.
We now test the effect of depth differencebetweenan EGF

and a largereventfor surfacewave deconvolutions.Synthetic
seismogramsare calculated for an isotropic, plane-layered
velocity model approximatingpreliminary reference Earth
model (PREM) [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] with a 20km-thick crust. The calculations were performed using the
methodand programsof Herrmann [1987] and are appropriate

for plane-layeredEarthmodels. We deconvolveRayleighand

20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 km from a 15-km-deep reference event
for vertical strike-slip, vertical dip-slip, and 45ø thrust focal
mechanisms (at an azimuth of 30ø) (Figure 4).
The
deconvolutionsare low-pass filtered at 10 s. For vertical dipslip and 45ø thrust earthquakes,the pulse widths of Rayleigh
wave RSTFs can be recovered with up to 20 km depth
differences,and the amplitudesare affectedby a factor of less
than 1.5 (Figure 4a). For a vertical strike-slipearthquake,the
EGF must be within 10 km depth difference to reliably obtain

.RayleighwavesyntheticRSTFsfor EGF depthsensitivity
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both duration and amplitude(Figure 4a). Love waves are much
less sensitiveto depth differences,and the pulse width can be
reliably obtainedwith up to 20-25 km depth differences(Figure
4b). However, amplitudesare significantlyaffected for depths
differences larger that 15 km. We include body waves and
surface waves in the following analyses, and for all EGFmainshock pairs, EGF depths are within 10 km of their
mainshocks (Table 1).
RELATIVESOURCETIME FUNCTIONS,DIRECT•rrY,
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EGFs for the Cape Mendocino aftershockswere examined
beforewe chosea strike-slipevent that occurredMarch 8, 1992
(M w = 5.5), near the epicenterof the Honeydewearthquake.
This event is farther from the aftershocksthan is optimal, but
it was well recorded on regional and teleseismic stations,
providing necessaryazimuthalcoverage. Unfortunately,there
is no more than one high-quality EGF available for each
mainshock,so at presentwe are unable to thoroughlyexplore
sensitivityto EGF selection. Future earthquakeactivity will
allow an analysisof the sensitivityof our resultsto the EGF.

AND FAULT PLANE ORIENTATIONS

April 25, 1992, Cape Mendocino,California,Earthquake
We deconvolved more than 50 distinct phases of the
Honeydewevent from the Cape Mendocinoevent and achieved
uniform samplingof the directivity functionin the range -0.25
to +0.25 s/km (usingteleseismicP wavesaloneonly provides
very close to the mainshock epicenter with a similar focal coveragefrom about-0.05 to +0.05 s/km). We low-passfilter
mechanism.
We use the latter event as an EGF for both Gorda 1
the RSTFs at 5 s sincean initial estimateof the ruptureduration
and Gorda 2. Approximately3 hours precedingGorda 2, the is about10 s [Armnonet al., 1993]. We compared5- and 10-s
August 17, 1991, Honeydew earthquake(Mw = 6.2) occurred low-passfilters of the RSTFs and foundthat a low-passfilter at
about200 km to the southeast,very near the future epicenterof 5 s canbe useddue to the closeproximityof the two eventsand
the April 25, 1992, Cape Mendocino earthquake. The given that the comer frequency of the Honeydew event is
Honeydew event appears to be a preshock to the Cape greater than 0.2 Hz. The 5-s filtered body and surfacewave
Mendocino earthquake since its location and mechanism are RSTFs do not indicate significantrupturecomplexity(Figure
very similar to the mainshock. We use this earthquake as an 5), but there is some azimuthalvariationin pulse width. We
EGF for the Cape Mendocino mainshock. We were unable to use these RSTFs to estimatevariationsin risetime and pulse
identify a suitableEGF for the Honeydewearthquakeitself, due width and perform a directivity analysisusingthe onset,peak,
to the paucity of thrusteventsin the region. Several candidate and end time picks.
The larger earthquakes(M w > 6.5) that have occun'edin the
past 2 years near Cape Mendocino and in the southernGorda
plate all have suitableEGFs (Table 1). Gorda2 was precededby
a moderate-sizedevent on August 16, 1991 (Mw = 6.2), located
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To minimize the bias in our time picks, we locate the onset,
peak, and end of the RSTFs relative to the EGF as well as
locating the peak and end of the sourcetime functionrelative to
the onset. In Figure 5 we presentthe RSTFs as a functionof the
directivity parameter (F) for the preferred rupture direction
(262ø), along with the directivity analysisresults for the onset
to end and EGF to peak time picks. Ordering the RSTFs as a
function of the directivity parameter illustrates the systematic
pulse width variations caused by the unilateral componentof
directivity.
RSTF pulse widths narrow as the rupture
propagatestoward stationswith larger positive F. For stations
with larger negativeF, RSTFs becomelonger in duration,since
the rupture propagatesaway.
Care must be taken when using onset and end time picks for
directivity analysis, since bias in these times exists due to the
effects of the low-pass filter. Furthermore, some RSTFs at
distant stations in the Chinese Digital Seismic Network
(CDSN) such as BJI, KMI, and LZH lack higher frequencies
relative to other stations. The spectral falloff occurs around 20
s for all the signals at these stations, biasing the onset to end
time picks in the deconvolved traces. Even though the EGF
deconvolution should correct for any instrument effects, we
find that the longer periods dominate at these stations,
resulting in anomalously long-duration estimates for the onset
to end time picks. Possibly, propagation along these paths
severely attenuatesthe higher frequencies. Equally possibleis
that these stations do not record high frequencies above the
noise level for the EGF due to the relatively narrow-bandCDSN
instrument response. Other instruments at distances greater
than 60ø, such as TOL, do not show this biased broadening.
Thus, for moderate-sized and smaller events with rupture
durationsless that 15 s, caution must be taken when analyzing
the RSTFs, since intrinsic bandwidth of the recording
instruments may influence estimates of duration. These
filtering effects will always lead to underestimation of the
rupture velocity.
The Cape Mendocino rupture propagatedwest-southwestat
an azimuth

of 262 + 26 ø with

a maximum

duration

of 12.4 + 0.2

s (Table 2). This statementapplies to that part of the rupture
associated with a unilateral component, and the directivity
proceduremay fail to detect any bilateral or radially expanding
rupture component. We observe about 5 s of azimuthal
variation in duration, with 3-4 s of scatter at each directivity
parameter, but the data define a very consistent trend. The
rupture velocity inferred from the propagation distances and
relative times are small, less than 1 km/s, but this may reflect

TABLE 2. Directivity Analysis
,

Event Pair

Time

Correlation

Distance,

Azimuth,

km

deg

Separation,s Coefficient
(From / to)

Cape MendocinoMainshock
EGF to Onset
EGF to Peak
EGF to End
Onset to Peak
Onset to End

-3.9-!-_0.2
2.9:L-0.2
9.8:L-0.3
6.1:L-0.2
12.4_'!-0.2

EGF to Onset
EGF to Peak
EGF to End
Onset to Peak
Onset to End

-4.4+0.8
5.5:L-0.5
12.2_+0.7
9.9+1.3
17.0•_1.3

EGF to Onset
EGF to Peakl
EGF to Peak2
EGF to End
Peak 1 to Peak 2
Onset to Peakl
Onset to Peak2
Onset to End

-6.9'•-_0.9
-2.5:L-0.9
2.3_'_4-0.8
6.9:L-0.8
5.8:L-0.6
4.4:L-0.6
9.2_'_t-0.9
13.5_-!-0.9

EGF to Onset
EGF to Peakl
EGF to Peak2
EGF to End
Peak 1 to Peak 2
Onset to Peakl
Onset to Peak2
Onset to End

-4.1+0.6
1.0-•.5
4.5:L-0.6
8.7_-_4-0.5
4.3:L-0.6
4.7_-!-0.2
8.7_'_t-0.5
12.9-!-0.5

EGF to Onset
EGF to Peak
EGF to End
Onset to Peak
Onset to End

-4.1+0.2
-0.7+0.2
2.8:L-0.2
3.3:L-0.1
6.8_-_t-0.2

0.81
0.84
0.66
0.54
0.69

13.4+1.3
12.2_-t:1.1
13.8+_2.1
4.2+1.0
9.9+1.6

291+36
280•_32
265+-29
267+_26
262+_26

Aftershock1 (Small)
0.87
0.94
0.88
0.33
0.32

28.6-•_4.1
32.8+3.1
26.5+3.7
12.8_+9.3
10.O3:7.8

333+_58
356-•_47
354+42
56-•_34
87+_27

Aftershock2 (Large)
0.79
0.75
0.71
0.60
0.72
0.22
0.47
0.52

31.3+_5.5
28.3+_5.6
21.5+_5.6
16.5+_5.1
11.8+3.4
4.4+4.4
13.7+_5.8
15.1+_5.5

305+34
299•:33
284+_29
285+30
148+34
168+33
160•-_34
143+35

Gorda Plate 1 (Mw = 6.8)
0.89
0.91
0.87
0.88
0.60
0.26
0.42
0.40

48.5+4.2
45.1+3.6
43.5+4.2
41.2•.3.8
11.4+3.5
1.9+1.5
7.7+_2.8
7.8+3.1

2+22
1+22
12+22
10+_21
120•_32
112•.31
123+30
143+31

Gorda Plate 2 (Mw = 7.1)
0.77
0.88
0.76
0.46
0.45

8.4+1.3
9.1+1.0
8.5+1.4
1.5:L-0.6
2.9+1.1

316+_24
304+_24
296+_25
204+26
217+24

likely to be biased by the filtering. Geodetic modeling gives a
maximum displacementvector that coincides with our rupture
direction, with the maximum displacementsoccurring at the
coast [Oppenheimer et al., 1993]. However, the geodetic
model accounts for only 60% of the seismic moment,
suggesting that more moment may be released off-shore, as
indicatedin our model. The rupturedirection is consistentwith
thrusting motion on the shallow, east-northeasterly dipping
fault.

Our inferred locationsof the Cape Mendocino rupture onset
and centroidare west of the epicentrallocationfrom CALNET
rupture. In practice,it is difficult to correctfor filter sidelobes (Figure 6). While we have little confidencein our ability to
due to complex interferencewith noise and slight inadequacies locate the onset, due to the filter sidelobes and bandwidth
of the EGF. We will show later that stackingthe time functions limitations, we are confident that the centroid of the rupture is
to improve the signal-to-noise level reduces the total duration west to northwest of the Honeydew event, in contrast to the
One possible
estimateby about 3 s, with even that being an upper bounddue epicentral locations given by CALNET.
explanation for the discrepancy is the occurrence of a small
to the broadeningeffect of finite bandwidth.
The peak of the moment release relative to the Honeydew precursoryenergy release at the onset of the mainshocklocated
event (EGF to peak) locates just onshore, with a high eastof the majormomentrelease. At stationCOR (A = 4.3ø;Az
correlationcoefficient (0.84) (Figure 5 and Table 2). Given the = 8.8ø), a small precursorto the Cape Mendocino mainshock
symmetricshapeof the RSTFs, the peak of the RSTFs roughly appearson the vertical componentwhich is not evident for the
correspondsto the centroid of the moment release. Locations Honeydew earthquake(Figure 7). The fact that the Honeydew
of the onset, peak, and end relative to the EGF support the seismogramat COR does not show this precursorsuggeststhat
model of a west-southwestdirected rupture with a large portion it is not a structuralarrival, but the noise level of the Honeydew
of moment release occurringjust onshore (Table 2), but the recording may be too high to detect any precursorystructural
estimates of onset and end locations relative
to the EGF are
an'ival.
We do not observe this precursor at other close
overestimation of the relative times due to the filter sidelobes,

bandwidth limitations, and deviations from simple unilateral
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stations such as CMB (A = 3.8ø; Az = 126ø); however, the
overall complexity of these waveforms is much larger than at

the preliminaryCALNET locationusedfor the Honeydewevent
was about5 km southwest
of the final locationshownin Figure

COR.

6.

Strong ground motion recordingsof the mainshockindicate
that relatively long-period moment release began about 1 s
after the onset of rupture [Oppenheimer et al., 1993],
consistent with the existence of a precursor similar to that
shown in Figure 7. Oppenheimer et al. [1993] locate the
ruptureonset4 km east of the sourceof a large-amplitudepulse
of relatively long-period moment release that dominates the
accelerometerrecordings. This major pulse originatesclose to
our estimateof the rupture centroid (Figure 6). Amrnon et al.
[1993] located the Cape Mendocino centroid offshore because

Focal mechanismsolutionsfor the Honeydewearthquake
vary significantly in fault dip estimates. Dziewonski et al.

[1992] obtain a shallowthrustingmechanism(strike/dip/rake:
311ø/22ø/51ø) using a CMT algorithm, while the moment
tensor solutiongiven by the NEIC (48ø/38ø/141ø)and the first
motion mechanism of CALNET
(3080/400/64 ø) (D.
Oppenheimer,personal communication,1993) have steeperdipping fault planes. The NEIC solutionhas a very similar
auxiliary plane to the CMT solution, and the fault strike is not

well resolved.

The CALNET solution is not very well
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northeaststriking fault plane rupturedduring this event. They
fault plane orientation. To investigate how these different alsosuggested
thatlarge,high-frequency
P waveamplitude
focal mechanisms might affect the RSTFs, we calculated differences between AS 1 and AS 2 near azimuths of 130 ø are due
syntheticsurfacewave seismograms
for the mainshockusing to rupture dh'ectivity.
the CMT mainshocksolutionand synthetics
for the Honeydew
The EGF chosenfor the analysisof these two aftershocks
event using the CMT and CALNET solutions,at azimuthsthat occurredon March 8, 1992 (M w = 5.5), locatedjust on-shore,
match our station distribution.
We then deconvolved both sets
approximately25 km from the aftershockepicenters(Figure
of synthetic Honeydew waveforms from the mainshock 1). This distancebetweenthe EGF and the larger eventsis
syntheticseismograms.The resultingRSTFs for the Honeydew farther than preferred; it is sufficiently close to resolve the
CMT solutionwere simple and stable, while the Honeydew basic characterof the sourcefunctions,but estimationof any
CALNET mechanismsyntheticsproducedunstableRSTFs for directivity effects is difficult. Since we require stationswith
some stations, especially for Rayleigh waves. Since the adequatesignal-to-noiseratios, the small size of the EGF limits
observed RSTFs are simple and stable, we infer that the our analysis to relatively close stations, restricting the
Honeydew and Cape Mendocino eventsmust have had similar azimuthal coverage.
faulting mechanisms,as indicatedby the CMT solutions.
The RSTFs of the larger aftershock(AS 2) contain two
pulses of energy release (Figure 8) with systematicrelative
behaviordespitea rather high noise level, which is attributable
Cape Mendocino Aftershocks
The two large strike-slipaftershocks
of April 26, 1992 (M w to the limited bandwidth of the EGF. More than 20 distinct
= 6.5, 6.6; AS 1 and 2, respectively), occurredoff-shore, west phaseswere available for deconvolution,spanningdirectivity
of the mainshockepicenter(Figure 1) at depthsnear 20 km (AS parametersfrom -0.25 to 0.25 s/km. We low-passfilter the
1) and 22 km (AS 2). It has been noted that the two events RSTFs at 5 s and pick times for the onset,the first peak (peak
ruptured the mantle of the Gorda plate along different faults 1), the secondpeak (peak 2), and the end, again noting the
than the mainshock [Oppenheimer et al., 1993]. These two difficulties associatedwith filter sidelobesand high noise
aftershocksproduceddifferent damagepatternsalthoughthey levels. Directivityanalysisof the time picksbetweenpeaks1
are vh'tually colocatedand have very similar focal mechanisms and 2 givesan azimuthof 148 +_34ø, with a time separation
of
and seismic moments.
On the basis of seismicity, 5.8 +_0.6 s, a distanceseparationof 11.8 + 3.4 km, and a
Oppenheimeret al. [1993] identify the southeaststriking plane correlationcoefficient of 0.72 (Figure 8 and Table 2). Since
(Az = 132ø) as the fault plane for AS 2, althoughthe seismicity the two distinctfeaturesin the sourcefunctioncan be reliably
patterns are rather diffuse. They where unable to uniquely measuredwithout bias due to filter sidelobesor dispersion
identify the fault plane for AS 1 because of the paucity of effects, this type of directivity analysis should resolve a
aftershocks in its vicinity, but they suggested that the reasonablerupture velocity [e.g., Beck and Ruff, 1985, 1987].
constrained, perhaps accounting for the different estimate of
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In this case, we estimate a rupture velocity of about 2 km/s,
whereas the (biased) values inferred using onset or end
measurements

are less than 1.5 km/s.

features

relative

to the EGF

,Co,mpar•son
ofRSTFs
forAS2
- CCM P wave

5

The focal mechanismfor AS 2 (Table 1) has one nodal plane
striking southeast. Thus the rupture propagated on the plane
striking 132ø, consistentwith the fault plane inferred from
seismicity [Oppenheimer et al., 1993]. The analysisof onset
to end measurementsgives an azimuth of 143 + 35ø also
supportingthe southeastrupture propagation. We also located
these RSTF
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results (Table 2). The total duration from onset to end is about

13.5 s, which is somewhatlonger than the mainshock,despite
the much lower moment (Table !).
Comparison of P wave seismogramsat different azimuths
show differencesin amplitudesand frequencycontent between
the mainshock and the two aftershocks[Oppenheimer et al.,
1993]. P wave amplitudesfor AS 2 are 4 times greater and
contain higher frequenciesthat AS 1 seismogramsat azimuths

8
4

0

4

near 130ø. Oppenheimeret al. [1993] attribute this difference
2
to southeast rupture directivity for the larger aftershock.
Furthermore, P wave seismogramsfor AS 2 show narrowedP
0
T0
-_
wave pulses at stations CCM and HRV, both at eastern
azimuths, in comparison to signals for AS 1 and the Cape
-20
0
20
Mendocino mainshock[see Oppenheimeret al., 1993]. The P
Seconds
waves to these stations have takeoff angles around 30 ø,
Fig. 9. P waveandRayleighwave RSTFsfor AS 2 for stationsCCM and
suggestingthat there may have been an additional component
HRV. The takeoffanglesto stationsCCM and HRV axeapproximately
of downward rupture in AS 2 that narrowed these pulses. 30ø and the P wave deconvolutionsshow a single main pulse of energy

.av_

Deconvolutions

of the P waves for AS 2 at CCM

and HRV

show

a single pulse in contrastto the two pulsesor broadenedpulse
seen in the Rayleigh wave deconvolutions(Figure 9), further
suggestinga downward componentof rupture for AS 2. Our
coverage is insufficient to attempt to resolve the combined
horizontal and vertical directivity, but there is reasonably
strongevidence that AS 2 ruptured both downward and to the
southeaston a fault plane striking 132ø.
RSTFs for the smaller aftershock(AS 1) show several pulses
of energy release with a low-passfilter below 5 s (Figure 10).
Only 17 traces yielded relatively stable deconvolutions.
Identifying coherent features in these RSTFs is difficult given
the noise levels and what appearsto be two or possibly three
interfering pulses. Instead of trying to pick these various
features,we low-pass filter the RSTFs at 10 s and only pick the
onset, peak, and end times of the traces in an attempt to detect
any gross directivity.
The directivity results for these
relatively heavily filtered RSTFs are much more ambiguousfor
this event than for the larger aftershock. Our azimuthal
coveragefor this event is poor; in particular, we lack stations
to the northeast. The onset-to-endanalysis gives an azimuth
of 87 + 27ø, a duration of 17.0 s, and a poor 0.32 correlation
coefficient (Table 2). There does not appear to be a strong
overall unilateral component. The onset to first peak analysis
also gives a low correlation,with an azimuth of 56 + 34ø,
which may be a bit more reliable given that the peak is
probablyless affectedby the multiple subeventcharacter. The
locationsrelative to the EGF have high correlationcoefficients
(Table 2) and indicate more northerly locationsrelative to AS
2. Thus we cannot resolve the fault plane for this event with
confidence, but what indications we find provide a weak
preferencefor the northeasttrendingplane, conjugateto that
which rupturedin AS 2.
We plot the (5 s filtered)RSTFsfor AS 1 in Figure 10 using
directivity parameterswith respect to the northeaststriking
nodal plane (strike = 35ø). There is an indication of a

releasewhilethe Rayleighwavedeconvolutions
showtwo pulses.The P
wave deconvolutionsalso show higher amplitudesthan the Rayleigh
wave deconvolutions.The differencessuggestssomefast downward
propagationfor this event,causingconstructive
interferencebetweenthe
two pulsesfor the teleseismicP waves.

secondarypulse which moves out symmetrically with respect
to 1• = 0.0 s/km, as would be expectedfor a bilaterallyrupturing
fault [e.g., Schell and Ruff, 1989], which may explain the poor
correlations for the more heavily filtered traces when a
unilateralrupturemodel is tested. The somewhathigherdamage
levels for AS ! at northeastern azimuths, relative to those for

AS 2, providesadditionalevidencefor the northeasttrending
ruptureplane. Thus qualitativeassessment
of the RSTFs for the
two aftershocksindicates that AS 1 most likely ruptured the
northeast trending fault plane, while AS 2 ruptured the
southeasttrending fault plane.

GordaPlate Earthquakes
In analyzingthe Gorda 1 and Gorda 2 events,we use EGFs
from an event that occurred on August 16, 1991 (Mw = 6.2),
one day beforethe Gorda 2 event. The NEIC locatesthe EGF
and Gorda ! eventsapproximately50 km apart,consistentwith
our relative location analysis,and thusthis EGF is not ideal to
correct for propagationeffects at high frequencies. However,
this is the only available event in the region large enough to
be well recordedby globally distributedstations,and more than
35 phaseswere retrievedfor analysis. The resultingRSTFs for
Gorda ! indicate a rupture with two clear pulsesof moment
release (Figure 11). Since the distancebetween the EGF and
Gorda ! is larger than 2 times the fault length, dispersion
effects bias directivity analysesusing onset to end time picks,
which can be seen with the poor correlation coefficients in
Table 2. However, moderate dispersionwill not significantly
affect RSTFs that show discrete subevents. The analysis for
directivity between .the two peaks gives a fair correlation
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analysisfor the EGF to peak (right top) relativetime picksusinga low-passfilter at 10 s. This placesthe centroidnorthward
with respectto the EGF in comparison
to AS 2, compatiblewith ruptureon the northeast
plane.
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coefficient (0.60) indicating southeastward
rupture propagation striking fault planes,indicatingthat conjugatefaulting occurs
along an azimuthof 120ø (Figure 11 and Table 2), conjugateto in the centralGordaplate as well as at the MTJ.
the rupture direction of the northeasttrending 1980 Eureka
DISCUSSION
event. The directivity effects on the RSTFs are illustrated in
Figure 11 by the mergingof the two pulsesinto one pulse with
increasingU. While it is possiblethat ruptureoccurredon two
This analysis of relative source time functions (RSTFs)
offset northeast trending faults, the simpler interpretation is obtained by empirical Green function (EGF) deconvolutionhas
that ruptureoccurredon the nodalplane striking315ø (Table 1), allowed us to identify the fault ruptureplanes,to determinethe
with some unilateral propagation toward the southeast and rupture durations,and to characterizerupture complexitiesfor
involving two subevents. The relative location of the EGF the Cape Mendocino earthquake,its two largest aftershocks,
with respect to the onset of moment release is similar to the and the two large Gorda plate events. The variable fault
NEIC location,with the distancebetweenthe two eventsbeing orientationsand rupture complexitiesindicate a complicated
deformationregime near the MTJ.
approximately 45 km.
The Gorda 2 RSTFs are very stable and show a smooth
rupturewith a shortduration(Figure 12). In this casethe EGF Fault Orientations
We summarizeour resultson fault planeandrupturedirection
is within 15 km of the rupture, so it is highly suitable for
correcting the propagation effects, and there are about 28 determinationfrom seismicwave directivityin Figure 13. The
phasesthat provide good samplingof the directivity function. arrow next to each focal mechanismin Figure 13 points to the
The magnitudeof any unilateraldirectivityis small anddifficult preferredfault plane as well as indicatingthe directionof any
to resolve. Using onset to end time picks, we find the rupture unilateral componentof rupture propagation. This extent of
propagatedto the southwest,indicating a southwest-northeast faulting information,particularlyfor modest-sizedearthquakes
oriented fault plane. This fault orientation coincides with the located offshore, has not been widely available in the past,
fabric of the northeaststriking structuresmapped within the given the limitations of most forward modeling procedures.
plate. The averagedurationis around7 s, very shortto resolve Inclusionof broadbandsurfacewaves to extendthe sampled
significant directivity using a low-pass filter of 5 s, and the range of the directivity function was critical to identifying
magnitudeof the directivity is only a few seconds(Figure 12). these faults. At present, high-resolutiontime functionsfor
However, even with sucha shortduration,the subtledirectivity surfacewavescan only be reliably isolatedusingthe empirical
information indicates a southwest propagating rupture. Green function approach.
Locatingthe onset,peak and end relative to the EGF confirms
A shallow dipping thrust plane rupturedduring the Cape
the southwestwarddirectionof rupture(Table 2). Thus the two Mendocino event, and the centroid of moment release was
Gorda plate earthquakes ruptured southeast and southwest centeredjust onshore. The rupture propagatedupdip and
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Fig. 13. Summaryof fault orientations
andrupturedirectionsfor the CapeMendocinomainshock,
its aftershocks,
andthe Gorda
plateevents. Eachfocal mechanism
is labeledby an arrowwhichpointsto the ruptureplanein the rupturedirection.

appearsto have had a small precursoryphaseof weak radiation it is difficult to assessthe effect on the seismic potential for
in the first second of the event. The location of the primary

the Cascadia

moment release is generally consistent with the aftershock

seismic structural studies within the region demonstrate that
the onshore extension of the Gorda plate is deeper (~20 km)

The two large strike-slip Cape Mendocino aftershocks
ruptured the mantle of the Gorda plate [Oppenheimer et al.,
1993] and were triggered by the mainshock. Our results
suggest that these earthquakes ruptured conjugate planes
(Figure 13). The larger aftershock(AS 2) showssoutheastand
downward directivity, which is most likely responsiblefor the
event being felt as far south as Santa Cruz and Salinas. The
directivity of the smaller aftershock is much more subtle but
appearsto have ruptured on the northeasttrending fault, with
weak unilateral and perhapsbilateral faulting. The differences
in shaking and regional damage between the two aftershocks
from preliminary intensity maps of the region [Dengler et al.,
1992a] can be explained by rupture on conjugate fault planes.
North-southcompressionbetween the Gorda and Pacific plates
appearsto be responsiblefor the ongoing deformation of the
southernGorda plate.[Silver, 1971; Stoddard, 1987]. Thus the
conjugate-faulting aftershocks are primarily the result of
Gorda-Pacific plate interaction rather than the Gorda-North
American plate motion that producedthe mainshock. However,
static stressmodeling indicates that the offshore events may
have been triggered by the small stress perturbations
associatedwith the Cape Mendocino mainshock[Oppenheimer

than the reported depth (< 15 km) of the mainshock (D.

et al., 1993].

Verdonck and G. Zandt, 1993). The event may have ruptureda

The Gorda plate events occurred on northwest-southeast
(Gorda 1) and northeast-southwest
(Gorda 2) fault planes. The
Gorda 1 fault plane orientation is not consistent with the
primary structuralorientations in the Gorda plate mapped by
Silver [1971] (Figure 13), but both of these earthquakesalso

distribution,

which

is also concentrated

near the coast;

however, very few aftershocks are known to have thrust
mechanisms, so any relationship to the aftershocks is
ambiguous,and no clear planar structureis apparentin the
seismicity [Oppenheimer et al., 1993]. The slip direction
obtainedfrom preliminary geodeticmodeling is also generally
consistentwith our inferred rupture direction [Oppenheimeret
al., 1993]. We suspect, but cannot demonstrate,that the
Honeydew earthquake, with its close proximity and similar
focal mechanism,most likely rupturedthe same fault plane as
the Cape Mendocino mainshock. McPherson and Dengler
[1991] invoke geological data to suggestthat the Honeydew

earthquakerupturedthe southwestward
dippingfault plane, but
we were unable to find a suitable EGF to independently test
their interpretation.
The mainshock

fault

orientation

is consistent with Gorda

plate-NorthAmericanplate convergence
andthusit may be the
first large earthquaketo be recordedin the Cascadiasubduction
zone [Michael, 1992; Oppenheimeret al., 1993]. However,

fault parallel or subparallelto the main interplatecontact. The
existence of a double seismic zone identified by relocation of
earthquakes[Smith et al., 1993] supportsthe hypothesisthat
this earthquakerupturedwithin the North Americanplate, or at

subduction

zone to the north.

leastin a complexinterplateshearzone. Eastwardmigrationof relieve the north-southcompressionwithin the plate. This
the San Andreashasbeen suggestedas the causeof this parallel sequenceof events, including the August 16, 1991, EGF is a
fault [Smith et al., 1993]. Since the mainshock may be an further illustration of the complex deformation within the
It is unclear whether this intraplate
intraplateevent that occurredin this complextectonicregion, Gorda plate.
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accommodationof north-southcompressionaffects the seismic
potential of the Cascadia subductionzone.

Rupture Complexities
The variation

in duration

and seismic moment

between

the
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all five eventsstudiedshow goodresolutionand high signalto-noiseratios (Figure 14). In each case the filter corneris 5 s,
so an impulsewould have a 5-s duration,and any shorter-period

featureshavebeenlost by the filteringand stacking.The Cape
Mendocinomainshockand Gorda2 both have a singlepulseof

events analyzed here suggest significant differences in the energy release,while AS 1, AS 2, and Gorda 1 have at least two
natureof theseruptures. In order to investigatethis further,we pulsesof energyrelease. We also createsyntheticsourcetime
stackthe RSTFs for each event to improve the signal to noise functionsby fitting filtered triangular functionsthat closely
ratio and to suppress any bias due to radiation pattern match the RSTFs (Figure 14). The total pulse durationsfrom
differences between the mainshock and EGF.
The traces are
the stackedRSTFs are 9 s for the Cape Mendocinomainshock,
aligned on the main peak and then summed. This procedure 15 s tbr AS 1, 14 s for AS 2, 10 s for Gorda 1, and 8 s for Gorda
smoothesthe minor directivity effects, and we omit the RSTFs 2 (Table 3). The syntheticsourcetime functionsgive similar
with large valuesof F, to ensurethat the stacksemphasizethe durations(Figure 4) that shouldnot be biasedby the 5-s filter.
azimuthallycommonfeatures. The resultingstackedRSTFs for The relatively long duration of the two aftershocksand their

StackedRSTFs

4 ' I

2
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RSTFsandSynthetics

[ \Cape
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4 -- Data

ainshock
__t Synthetil
• 9see

/

2

0

2
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-20

0
Seconds
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Fig. 14. (left) StackedRSTFsfor the CapeMendocino
mainshock,
its two largeaftershocks,
andthe two largeGordaplate
events. The RSTFsfor eacheventwerealignedon the peakof momentreleaseandstacked,afterremovingstationswith
significantdirectivity0argeF values).While thereis someaveraging
dueto finiteness
effects,theserepresent
thebasictime
historiesof eachrupture. Notethe multiplepulsesof energyreleaseandlongdurations
for the two aftershocks.(righ0
Synthetic
andstacked
sourcetimefunctions
for eachevent.Thesynthetic
timefunctions
werecreated
usingfiltered(5 s low
pass)triangularfunctionswith thetotaldurationlabeledfor eachearthquake.For earthquakes
with subevents,
the numberin
parentheses
signifiesthe time separationbetweensubevents.
TABLE 3. StressDropsandMomentRatios

s
MPa AO(3.0),*
MPa fio(2.5),*
MPa do(2.0),*
MPa
F •F
Event
Duration,
Ao(A4),*
•__•'
CM
AS1
AS2
Gorda 1

9.2
15.0
14.0
10.4

0.89
0.02
0.06
0.77

1.35
0.07
0.09
0.30

2.31
0.11
0.16
0.52

4.55
0.22
0.31
1.02

32.4
21.3
34.7
6.0

Gorda2
7.8
•[.50
1.51
•.61
5.11
14.3
* From equation(A4).
+ Fromequation(A5) assuming
rupturevelocity(in parentheses).
$ From stackedRSTF.

õ FromCMT catalogue.

35.2
32.2
53.9
6.6

] 4.1
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complexity of energy release perhaps suggesta difference in
the nature of earthquakefaulting occurring in the mantle versus
the crust. One method to quantify this difference is by
calculation of the associatedstressdrops.
We calculate stress drop using the methods of Houston
[1990] and Kanamori and Anderson [1975] (see the appendix).
We assumethat the stacked RSTFs are the actual azimuthally
averaged moment rate function scaled by the moment of the
EGF (Figure 14). Since we low-passfilter either at 5 or 10 s,
the stressdrops that we obtain from the RSTFs will be lowfrequency stress drops. We also assume that the corner
frequencies for the mainshocks are contained within our
bandwidth,which may not hold for the smaller subeventsin the
aftershocks. We compare the moment ratios of the events and
EGFs predicted by the CMT solutions to those obtained by
integrating the RSTFs (Table 3) to check whether we are
obtaining the total moment from the stackedRSTFs. We find
excellent agreementbetween the stackedRSTFs and the CMT
catalog moments, except for the two aftershocks. The moment
ratios for both aftershocksare approximately40% lower than
the CMT solutionspredict. Since both earthquakesshow this
behavior, it is possiblethat the reportedCMT moment for the
EGF is too low. Alternatively, since we do not have excellent
azimuthal coveragefor these smaller events, it is possiblethat

stressdrop for the two pulses of AS 2 separately, the stress
drops increase dramatically (Table 5) but are not greater than
the other crustal events. The stackedfunctionsdo provide the
gross characteristicsof these two ruptures, and the relative
stressdrops appearrobust to first order. It thus appearsthat the
intraplate events rupturing in the mantle have a somewhat
lower stressdrop and more complex faulting than the crustal
events. Establishingwhether this relationshipholds for other
regions is important.
CONCLUSION

We apply the empirical Green functionmethodto large data
setsof both body and surfacewaves to obtain broadbandsource
time functions for recent events in the vicinity of the
Mendocino Triple Junction and the Gorda plate. We find that
we can extend the method to smaller magnitude earthquakes
than previously considered,retrieving basic information about
the fault orientationand rupture complexity for offshoreevents
larger than M w = 6.5. Directivity results show that the Cape
Mendocino mainshockruptured a shallow dipping plane with a
duration of 9 s and a dynamic stressdrop of 0.9 MPa. The two
large aftershocks of this event occurred in the mantle on
conjugate strike-slip faults and had more complicatedruptures
with multiple pulses of energy release, longer durations, and
stressdropsless than 0.3 MPa. The Gorda plate eventsruptured
the stacked
RSTFs
still
contain
minor
effects
of focal
both southwest and southeaststriking faults, highlighting the
mechanism differences between the mainshocks and EGF.
Table 3 lists dynamic and static stress drop estimates complex deformation within the Gorda plate causedby northobtained from the scaled RSTFs. For the static stress drop south compression. These events had moderate stress drops
calculations, we assumevarious rupture velocities in mapping and durations of less than 11 s.
the total pulse duration to a circular fault radius. The Orowan
APPENDIX
stressdrop equation given by (A4) requiresP wave and S wave
velocities, density, and shear modulus. We use the crustal
Stressdrop is calculated by first stacking the RSTFs for
values in Table 4 for the Cape Mendocino mainshockand the each event to improve the signal-to-noiseratio and to reduce
Gorda

events

and the mantle

values

for the aftershocks.

The

any bias in the source time functions due to mechanism
stress drop estimates obtained from the RSTFs should be differences between the EGF and mainshock.
We assume that
considereda lower bound of stressdrop since the total duration the stackedRSTFs are the moment rate function scaledby the
includesthe rise time, duration, and the fall time. The average moment of the EGF. In this case, the moment rate function is
dynamic stress drops are 0.9 MPa for the Cape Mendocino
EGF

mainshock, 0.02 MPa for AS 1, 0.06 MPa for AS 2, 0.8 MPa

for Gorda 1, and 1.5 MPa for Gorda 2. The static stressdrops
for rupture velocities near 3.0 km/s are comparable, while
higher values are found for slower rupture velocities. We also
estimatethe upper bound of static stressdrop by using the half
duration (risetime) of the synthetic source time functions
(Table 5). These results are significantly higher, as expected.
However, regardlessof the chosentechnique,it appearsthat the
two aftershocks had a significantly lower overall stress drop
than the other

events.

Since

the RSTFs

for the aftershocks

4. Crustal Model Parameters

Parameter

P velocity,km/s
S velocity,km/s

Crust

Mantle

6.0
3.5

8.0
4.5

Density,
kg/m
3 2.7x10
3
Rigidity,
MPa 3.2x10
4

3.3x10
3
6.7x10
4

.

(A1)

EGF

whereMo

is the momentof the EGF and R(t) is the stacked

RSTF. The Orowan stressdrop presentedby Houston [1990],
which is the average dynamic stressdrop that dependson the
energy of the rupture process,is given by
2uEs

Aty-- ,Main
'

are

stacked and low-pass filtered at 5 s, we do not see any
differencesin the high-frequencycontentin the P waves for AS
2 relative to AS 1. If there is significanthigh-frequencyenergy
release for these events [Oppenheimer et al., 1993], our stress
drop calculations are probably biased low. If we calculate
TABLE

M(t) = M• R(t)

(A2)

Mo

TABLE 5. Upper Boundsof StaticStressDropsFrom Synthetic
Source Time Histories
Event

Duration,AO(3.0),*
AO(2.5),*
AO(2.0),*
Moment
%
s

MPa

MPa

MPa

CM
AS1
AS2
Subl
Sub2
Gorda 1
Subl
Sub2

4.5
8.0
9.7
4.0
4.0
7.8
4.0
4.0

11.00
0.19
0.17
1.36
1.11
0.70
3.65
1.56

20.50
0.33
0.30
2.35
1.93
1.21
6.31
2.70

40.10
0.64
0.59
4.60
3.76
2.37
12.32
5.28

100
100
100
55
45
100
70
30

Gorda 2

7.0

16.70

•8.90

56.50

100

*From equation(A5) assumingrupturevelocity(in parentheses).
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where

=

1

•

1

+•

1

2

(t) dt.

(A3)
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Dengler, L., K. Moley, A. Lehre, and D. Materson,Isoseismalmapsof
the April 25-26, 1992 Cape Mendocino earthquakesequence,Eos
Trans.AGU, 73 (43), Fall Meetingsuppl.,503, 1992a.
Dengler, L. A., G. Carver, and R. McPherson,Sourcesof North Coast
seismicity,Calif. Geol.,45, 40-53, 1992b.
Dickinson,W. R., and W. S. Snyder,Geometryof the triple junctions
related to San Andreas Transform, J. Geophys.Res., 84, 561-572,

Mo
Main
isthemoment
ofthemainshock,
g theshear
modulus, 1979.

Dziewonski, A.M.,

and D. L. Anderson,Preliminary referenceEarth

Es is the seismicenergy,p the density,{z is the seismicP wave
model,Phys.Earth Planet.Inter., 25, 297-356, 1981.
velocity, and [• is the seismic$ wave velocity. Substituting Dziewonski,A.M., G. Ekstrtm, and M P. Salganik,Centroid-moment
tensorsolutionsfor July-September1991, Phys. Earth Planet. Inter.,
(A1) and (A3) into (A2), we find that the Orowan stressdrop
72, 1-11, 1992.

equals:

Dziewonski,A.M., G. Ekstrtm, and M.P. Salganik,Centroid-moment
tensorsolutionsfor January-March,1992, Phys.Earth. Planet Inter.,
77, 143-150, 1993a.

.Main
I I•2(t) dt.

(A4)

Dziewonski, A.M., G. Ekstrtm, and M.P. Salganik, Centroid-moment
tensorsolutionsfor April-June, 1992, Phys. Earth. Planet Inter., 77,
151-163,1993b.

Thus, assuming values for density, velocity, and the shear
modulus (Table 4), we can easily compute stressdrop from our
stacked RSTFs.

4864, 1992.

The static stressdrop derivation is given by Kanamori and
Anderson[1975]. For a circularfault, they define stressdrop as

a is the radius of the fault.

Ellsworth,W. L., Earthquakehistory,1769-1989, The San Andreasfault
system,California, U.S. Geol. Surv.Prof. Pap. 1515, 153-181, 1990.
Furlong,K. P., W. D. Hugo, and G. Zandt, Geometryand evolutionof the
San Andreasfault zone in northernCalifornia,J. Geophys.Res., 94,
3100-3110, 1989.

A•y-16a3'
where

Ekstrtm, G., R. S. Stein,J.P. Eaton,andD. Eberhart-Phillips,
Seismicity
and geometry of a 110-km-long blind thrust fault, 1, The 1985
KettlemanHills, California, earthquake,J. Geophys.Res.,97, 4843-

L. S., R. A. Urhammerand B. Romanowicz,Sourceparametersand
(A5)Gee,rupture
characteristicsof the Gorda Basin earthquakesand their

a can be assumed

to be the

rupture velocity times the duration of rupture. Assuming a
rupture velocity, we compute a using the duration of rupture
from the stackedRSTF and obtain the static stressdrop.

tectonicimplications,Eos Trans.AGU, 72 (44), Fall Meeting suppl.,
312, 1991.

Griscom,A., and R. C. Jachens,Tectonichistoryof the northportionof
the San Andreasfault system,California, inferred from gravity and
magneticanomalies,J. Geophys.Res.,94, 3089-3099, 1989.
Hartzell, S., Earthquakeaftershocksas Green'sfunctions,Geophys.Res.

Lett., 5, 1-5, 1978.
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